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"right" is an informal term used to describe the quality of a film in question as being in conformance with the ideological viewpoints of
the director. In the English-speaking world, the term dates from the early 1970s, when New Wave and the French New Wave film

movements were producing a range of independent films often critical of mainstream society. The term is also used in a broader context
to indicate a film's adherence to widely accepted norms of artistic or popular culture, such as political correctness. "right-wing" and "left-
wing" are typically used in this context to indicate the ideological or political views of the director or filmmaker, respectively, although
the use of these terms is often based on a filmmaker's identification of himself or herself with one or another political ideology. (2002)
Desi Arnaz Airport Metro Station, named after Desi Arnaz, brother of Lucille Ball, opened in 1964. Arnaz was appointed by President
Lyndon B. Johnson to serve as ambassador to the United Kingdom from 1965 to 1967. The airport's airport code was originally SXA,

and the airport was originally named Mexico City International Airport until 1968. The airport was named for Arnaz following the
assassination of his wife, Lucille Ball, but it was not opened until over three years after her death. 19(L) Desi Arnaz Airport, situated in

southeastern Mexico City, is named after Desi Arnaz, brother of Lucille Ball, who worked in his brother-in-law Lucille Ball's
production company. (1964) Desi Arnaz Airport, named after Desi Arnaz, brother of Lucille Ball, opened in 1965. Arnaz was appointed
by President Lyndon B. Johnson to serve as ambassador to the United Kingdom from 1965 to 1967. In 1968, following the assassination
of his wife, Lucille Ball, and the consequent name change, the airport was called Mexico City International Airport 21 (M) In the early
1960s, Mexico City was beginning to feel like a central city. It is still only half a million people. Mexico City began to feel that way as

the Depression ended, and as immigration increased. The airport's airport code was originally SXA, and the airport was originally
named Mexico City International Airport until 1968. The airport was renamed for Arnaz following the assassination of his wife, Lucille

Ball. 22 (N) Desi Arnaz Airport, located in southeastern 3da54e8ca3
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